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Abstract
We consider the problem of scheduling n jobs on m identical parallel batching machines. Each job
is characterized by a release time and a processing time. Each machine can process up to B (B <n)
jobs as a batch simultaneously. The processing time of a batch is equal to the largest processing time
among all jobs in the batch. The objective is to minimize the maximum completion time (makespan).
We present a polynomial time approximation scheme (PTAS) for this problem.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we consider the problem of minimizing makespan with release times on
parallel batching machines. More precisely, we are given a set of n jobs and m identical
batch processing machines. Each job, j, is associated with a release time rj , before which it
cannot be scheduled, and a processing time pj , which speciﬁes the minimum time needed
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to process the job without interruption on any one of the machines. A batching machine
can process up to B (B <n) jobs simultaneously as a batch. Jobs processed in the same
batch have the same starting time and completion time. The processing time of a batch is
the largest processing time of any job in the batch. This model is motivated by the problem
of scheduling burn-in operations in the manufacturing of integrated circuit (IC) chips (see
[9] for the detailed process). Our goal is to ﬁnd a schedule for the jobs so that the makespan,
Cmax, deﬁned as the completion time of the last job, is minimized. Using the notation of
Graham et al. [6], we denote this problem as P |rj , B|Cmax. In comparison, the special case
where all jobs arrive at the same time is denoted as P |B|Cmax.
The batch scheduling problem ofminimizingmakespanwith release timeswas advocated
by Lee and Uzsoy [8]. They studied the single machine case 1|rj , B|Cmax and proposed a
number of heuristics. Even this special case is strongly NP-hard [2]. Deng et al. [4] obtained
the ﬁrst PTAS for 1|rj , B|Cmax. Lee et al. [9] proposed a ( 43− 13m)-approximation algorithm
for the problem P |B|Cmax, where m is the number of batching machines.
To the best of our knowledge, the general P |rj , B|Cmax problem has not been studied
to date. In this paper we present a PTAS for this problem. Our study has been initiated by
Deng et al. [3] and Hall and Shmoys [7]. In [3], Deng et al. presented a PTAS for solving
the problem of minimizing total completion time with release times on a single batching
machine. In [7], Hall and Shmoys gave a PTAS for problem P |rj |Cmax (the special case of
our problem where B = 1, which is still strongly NP-hard). By a combination of the ideas
of [3,7], we can solve problem P |rj , B|Cmax by establishing a PTAS for it. This improves
and generalizes the previous results of [2,4,7–9].
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce notations, simplify our
problem by applying the roundingmethod, and characterize the structure of optimum sched-
ules. In Section 3, we deal with the case where all the jobs are small. In Section 4, we present
our PTAS for the general problem.
2. Preliminaries
To establish a PTAS, for any given positive number , we need to ﬁnd a solution within a
1+ factor of the optimum solution in polynomial time.Wewill perform several transforma-
tions to simplify any input into one with simple structure. Each transformation potentially
increases the objective function value by 1 + , so we can perform a constant number of
them while still staying within 1 + O() of the original optimum. When we describe such
a transformation, as in [1], we shall say that it produces 1+ O() loss.
We call a batch containing exactly B jobs a full batch. A batch that is not full will
be called a partial batch. We call a job available if it has been released but not yet as-
signed into a batch. We use opt to denote the objective value of the optimum solution to
the batch processing problem. We say a batch is released if all the jobs in it have been
released.
Before explaining our algorithm, we ﬁrst describe the Full-Batch-Largest-Processing-
Time (FBLPT) rule appearing in [9]: Given some jobs, line them up in the order of non-
increasing processing times, and then partition them in turn into batches such that each
batch is a full batch except possibly the last one. It should be pointed out that throughout
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this paper we use the FBLPT rule only to assign jobs into batches, not to determine the
sequence of these batches.
We use the FBLPT rule for all the jobs and get a number of batches. Denote by d the
total processing time of these batches. Let rmax=max1 jn{rj }, pmax=max1 jn{pj }.
Consider the well-known List Scheduling algorithm [5]: whenever a machine is idle, choose
any available batch to start processing on that machine without interruption. Then we have
the following lemma.
Lemma 1. max{rmax, pmax, d/m}optrmax + pmax + d/m.
Proof. It is obvious that max{rmax, pmax}opt . Lee et al. [9] observed that there exists an
optimum schedule for P |B|Cmax in which all jobs are grouped into batches according to
the FBLPT rule. Therefore, we get d/mopt even if all the jobs are released at time 0. It
follows that max{rmax, pmax, d/m}opt .
On the other hand, we show that rmax + pmax + d/m is an upper bound for opt by
exhibiting a schedule with value at most rmax + pmax + d/m. To do so, we use the FBLPT
rule for all the jobs and get a number of batches. Starting from time rmax all these batches
have been released and they can be scheduled by the List Scheduling algorithm. Suppose
that batch A is the last batch to ﬁnish in the List Scheduling schedule. It must be the case
that from time rmax on, no machine is idle prior to the start of batch A, otherwise we would
have scheduled A earlier. So A must start no later than rmax + d/m. Then A must ﬁnish no
later than rmax + pmax + d/m. 
Let M = max{rmax, pmax, d/m}. Lemma 1 implies that any optimum schedule must
ﬁnish no later than (3/)M .
A technique used by Hall and Shmoys [7] allows us to deal with only a constant number
of distinct release times. The idea is to round down each rj to the nearest multiple of M.
That is, set r˜j = M · 
rj /M. It is clear that the optimum value of the rounded problem
is less than or equal to that of the original problem. Moving forward all the batches in an
optimum solution to the rounded problem by an amount of at most M, we can obtain a
feasible solution to the original problem. Keeping in mind that M · opt , we have the
following lemma.
Lemma 2. With 1 +  loss, we can assume that there are at most 1/ + 1 distinct release
times in the original problem.
As a result of Lemma 2, we partition the time interval [0, (3/)M) into 1/+ 1 disjoint
intervals and denote byi =[(i−1)M, iM) the ith interval, i=1, 2, . . . , 1/ and1/+1=
[(1/)M, (3/)M). We assume without loss of generality that the release times take on
1/+1 values, which we denote by 1,2, . . . ,1/+1, i=(i−1)M , i=1, 2, . . . , 1/+1.
We use Ji to denote the set of jobs with i as their common release time.
In order to get a PTAS for the parallel batch scheduling, we need to partition the set of
jobs into two subsets: small jobs and large jobs. A job is called small if its processing time
is less than M , and large otherwise. A batch is said to be large if it contains at least one
large job, and small otherwise.
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By an interchange argument, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3. There exists an optimum schedule with the following properties:
(1) on any one machine, the batches started (but not necessarily ﬁnished) in the same
interval are arranged in the order of non-increasing batch processing times, and
(2) from1 to1/+1, interval by interval, the batches started in the same interval are ﬁlled
in the order of non-increasing batch processing times such that each of them consists
of B (or as many as possible) largest currently available jobs with processing times no
more than the processing time of the batch.
In our algorithm, we will enumerate all possible execution proﬁles (see Section 4 for the
detailed description). Given an execution proﬁle, the processing times of all large batches
are known; thus, we can assign large jobs into batches as Lemma 3 states. Then we invoke
Algorithm SchedulSmall (which will be designed in the next section) to deal with small
jobs. A feasible schedule will be yielded or the execution proﬁle will be deleted. By trying
every execution proﬁle, and choosing the best schedule generated overall, we get a PTAS
for the problem P |rj , B|Cmax.
3. Small jobs
In this section, we assume that all jobs under consideration are small. We are going to
establish a PTAS to settle the problem in this case. The idea on which we rely is similar to
that in [3].
We line up all the jobs inJi (i=1, 2, . . . , 1/+1) in the order of non-decreasing processing
times, and then partition them into batchesBi,0, Bi,1, . . . , Bi,ki , whereBi,j , j=1, 2, . . . , ki
contains exactly B consecutive jobs in Ji , such that
• |Bi,0|<B,
• |Bi,j | = B, j = 1, 2, . . . , ki ,
• p(Bi,j−1)q(Bi,j ), j = 1, 2, . . . , ki ,
where p(Bi,j ) is the processing time of the largest job, and q(Bi,j ) the processing time of
the smallest job in Bi,j , j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , ki .
Note that Bi,j , i = 1, 2, . . . , 1/ + 1; j = 1, 2, . . . , ki are full batches, and Bi,0, i =
1, 2, . . . , 1/ + 1 are partial batches, which may be empty. Then we have the following
observation which follows instantly from the deﬁnition of Bi,j .
Lemma 4. For any i = 1, 2, . . . , 1/+ 1, it follows that
p(Bi,0)+
ki∑
j=1
(p(Bi,j )− q(Bi,j ))< M.
We deﬁne a new set of batchesB′ ={B ′i,j } by letting all processing times inB ′i,j be equal
to q(Bi,j ) for i = 1, 2, . . . , 1/ + 1; j = 1, 2, . . . , ki , and all processing times in B ′i,0 be
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equal to zero. Then, we have a setB′ of batches with following properties:
• |B ′i,0| = |Bi,0|, p(B ′i,0)= q(B ′i,0)= 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , 1/+ 1,
• |B ′i,j | = B, i = 1, 2, . . . , 1/+ 1; j = 1, 2, . . . , ki ,
• p(B ′i,j )= q(B ′i,j )= q(Bi,j ), i = 1, 2, . . . , 1/+ 1; j = 1, 2, . . . , ki .
For explicitness, we use BS to denote the original batch processing problem. Then we
deﬁne two accessory problems:
BS 1:To schedule the batches inB′ onm identical parallel batchingmachines tominimize
makespan.
BS 2: To schedule n-modiﬁed jobs {p′j , r˜j : j = 1, 2, . . . , n} on m identical parallel
batching machines to minimize makespan.
We use opt1 to denote the optimum value to BS1, and opt2 the optimum value to BS2.
Then we observe the following fact.
Lemma 5. opt1= opt2opt .
Proof. Any feasible solution toBS1 is a feasible solution toBS2; therefore, we get opt1
opt2. On the other hand, any optimal solution to BS2 can be transformed into a feasible
solution to BS1 without increasing the objective value, which implies that opt1opt2.
To show this, let us ﬁx an optimal solution, , to BS2. Suppose that A is the batch, which
starts earliest among the batches in , with the longest processing time. Suppose that A′
is the batch, which becomes available earliest among the batches in B′, with the longest
processing time. We exchange the modiﬁed jobs which are in A but not in A′ with the
modiﬁed jobs which are in A′ but not in A without increasing the completion time of any
batch in the modiﬁed . Consequently, A′ appears in modiﬁed . Repeat this procedure
until all the batches inB′ except those with processing time zero appear in modiﬁed . The
modiﬁed jobs with processing time zero are fully negligible and thus can be batched in such
a way that the batches inB′ with processing time zero appear in modiﬁed . We eventually
achieve a feasible solution to BS1, whose makespan is not greater than that of . It follows
that opt1opt2. Therefore, we get opt1= opt2. It is obvious that opt2opt . Hence, we
get opt1= opt2opt . 
Algorithm SchedulSmall
Step: 1: Run List Scheduling algorithm to problem BS1 and return a schedule S1.
Step: 2: Output a schedule S to problem BS, which is obtained from S1, by replacing each
B ′i,j with Bi,j .
Theorem 6. Algorithm SchedulSmall is a PTAS to BS with at most 1+ + 32 loss.
Proof. Let L(S1) and L(S) be the makespans (maximum completion times) of S1 and S,
respectively.
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We ﬁrst consider schedule S1. Suppose that A is the last batch to ﬁnish in S1. Consider
the latest idle time point t1 prior to the start of batch A. It is easy to see that t1 must be
a release time, i.e., one of the ends of the intervals. Since all batches in S1 are small, any
batch that starts before t1 must ﬁnish earlier than t1 + M . On the other hand, by the rule of
List Scheduling algorithm, any batch which starts after t1 cannot be released earlier than t1,
otherwise it should be scheduled earlier. From t1 onwards, no machine is idle prior to the
start of batch A. It follows that L(S1)opt1+ 2M .
We then consider schedule S. By Lemma 4, we get: (p(Bi,0)−0)+(p(Bi,1)−p(B ′i,1))+
· · · + (p(Bi,ki ) − p(B ′i,ki ))< M (i = 1, 2, . . . , 1/ + 1). It follows that L(S)L(S1) +
(1/+ 1)M . Recall thatM · opt . Combining Lemma 5, we get L(S)opt1+ (1/+
3)M(1+ + 32)opt . 
4. A PTAS for Problem P |rj , B|Cmax
In this section, we will design a polynomial time approximation scheme to solve the
general P |rj , B|Cmax problem.
By Lemma 3, we see that there exists an optimum schedule in which among the batches
started in the same interval, only one large batch may contain small jobs. Therefore, we
stretch each interval to make an extra space with length M to particularly schedule the
small jobs that are contained in large batches. Then we get the following lemma.
Lemma 7. With 1+ + 2 loss, we assume that no small job is included in large batches.
Consider an optimum schedule. If a small batch crosses an interval, we can stretch the
end of the interval to make an extra space with length M for it such that it need not cross
the interval. Since there are at most 1/ intervals stretched, we get the following lemma.
Lemma 8 (Afrati et al. [1]). With 1+ loss,we restrict our attention to schedules in which
no small batch crosses an interval.
The idea for dealing with large jobs is essentially based on enumeration. We use the
technique of [1] to create a well-structured set of possible processing times of large jobs:
we multiply every large job’s processing time by 1 + , then decrease it to the next lower
integer power of 1+ . Therefore, we get the following lemma.
Lemma 9 (Afrati et al. [1]). With 1 +  loss, we can assume that all processing times of
large jobs are integer powers of 1+ .
Lemma9ensures that the number of distinct processing times of large jobs can be bounded
from above by a constant number, as shown in the following lemma.
Lemma 10. The number of distinct processing times of large jobs, k, can be bounded from
above by 
log1+(1/2)+ 1.
Proof. Consider the large job j with the smallest processing time among all large jobs. We
get pjM2 ·pmax. On the other hand, by Lemma 9, we can suppose that pj = (1+ )x
and pmax(1+ )x+k−1 for some integer x. Hence, we get k
log1+(1/2)+ 1. 
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Without loss of generality, let P1<P2< · · ·<Pk be the k distinct processing times of
large jobs.
We now turn to the concepts of machine conﬁgurations and execution proﬁles, which are
motivated from [7].
To do so, let us ﬁx a schedule, . We delete from  all the jobs and the small batches, but
retain all the empty large batches, which are represented, respectively, by their processing
times. For a particular machine, we deﬁne a machine conﬁguration, with respect to , as a
vector (c1, c2, . . . , c1/+1), where ci consists of all the empty large batches started on that
machine in intervali , i=1, 2, . . . , 1/+1. For the sake of clarity, we deﬁne ci equivalently
as a k-tuple (xi1, xi2, . . . , xik), where xij is the number of empty large batches started in i
on the machine with Pj as their processing times, i = 1, 2, . . . , 1/+ 1, j = 1, 2, . . . , k.
ByLemma 10, the processing time of a large batch is chosen from the k
log1+(1/2)+
1 processing times of large jobs.When ci contains l empty large batches (i.e.,∑kj=1 xij=l),
the number of different possibilities is not greater than kl . Since an optimum schedule has
the property that on any one machine, at most 1/ large batches are started in each of the
ﬁrst 1/ intervals, and at most 2/2 large batches in interval 1/+1, the number of machine
conﬁgurations to consider,, can be roughly bounded from above by (1+k+· · ·+k1/)1/ ·
(1+ k + · · · + k2/2)< 21/+1 · k3/2 .
This allows us to say that, for a given schedule, a particular machine has a certain conﬁg-
uration. We denote the conﬁgurations as 1, 2, . . . ,. Then for any schedule, we deﬁne an
execution proﬁle as a tuple (m1,m2, . . . , m), where mi is the number of machines with
conﬁguration i for that schedule. Therefore, there are at most (m+ 1) execution proﬁles
to consider, a polynomial in m.
Algorithm SchedulWhole
Step 1: Get all possible execution proﬁles.
Step 2: For each of them, do the following:
(a) Assign a conﬁguration for each machine according to the proﬁle. If this is not possible,
delete the proﬁle.
(b) On each machine in each interval, start the speciﬁed empty large batches as early as
possible in the order of non-increasing processing times. If some batch has to be delayed
to start in one of the next intervals, then delete the proﬁle.
(c) From 1 to 1/+1, interval by interval, ﬁll the empty large batches started in the
same interval in the order of non-increasing batch processing times such that each of
them consists of B (or as many as possible) largest currently available large jobs with
processing times nomore than the processing time of the batch. If some large job cannot
be assigned into a batch and has to be left, then delete the proﬁle.
(d) Run Algorithm SchedulSmall in the spaces left by the large batches and get a feasible
schedule. If a small batch crosses an interval, we stretch the end of the interval to make
an extra space with length M for it such that it need no longer cross the interval.
Step 3: From among the obtained feasible schedules, select the one with the smallest
makespan.
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Theorem 11. Algorithm SchedulWhole is a PTAS for problem P |rj , B|Cmax.
Proof. By Lemma 3, the large batches started in the same interval on the samemachine can
be arranged in the order of non-increasing batch processing times. Since there is no small
batch crossing an interval (by Lemma 8), given an execution proﬁle, we can ﬁrst start the
empty large batches as early as possible while keeping them in the speciﬁed intervals, and
then run Algorithm SchedulSmall in the spaces between them.
Any optimum schedule is associated with one of the (m+ 1) execution proﬁles. Given
an execution proﬁle that can lead to an optimum schedule, our way to deal with large jobs
in Algorithm SchedulWhole is optimal, while invokingAlgorithm SchedulSmall will yield
at most 1 +  + 32 loss. Combining Lemmas 2, 7, 8 and 9, by taking the smallest one
among all obtained feasible schedules, Algorithm SchedulWhole can be executed with at
most 1+ 5+ 42 loss.
It is easy to see that the time complexity of Algorithm SchedulWhole is O(n log n+ n ·
(m+ 1)+1). 
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